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At Alstom, we understand transport networks and what moves people. From high-speed

trains, metros, monorails, and trams, to turnkey systems, services, infrastructure, signalling

and digital mobility, we offer our diverse customers the broadest portfolio in the industry.

Every day, more than 80 000 colleagues lead the way to greener and smarter mobility

worldwide, connecting cities as we reduce carbon and replace cars.

Responsibilities

Techical Missions:

  Accountable for:

Understand and analyse requirements in contractual technical documents

Understand a horizontal and vertical railway alignment

Under supervision prepare track alignment and track design documents

Under supervision prepare the required track documents for construction team (drawings,

listings…)

Assimilation and Deployment of track installation principles so as to carry out proper design

Responsible for:

Respect of drawing codification and submission process

Prepare the track material quantities 
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Position Track components in the alignment and design all track interfaces

Design mechanical assemblies for trackwork

Provision of the track services for the CSDs,

Design typical and “for construction” track sections

Issuing construction drawings (reinforcement, interface installation, track installation layout,

turnouts and special trackworks installation, road crossing phasing …)

During track installation:

Accountable for:

Follow up track installation on site and traceability of installation in order to update

construction drawings into “as-built” drawings

Revision of design or construction drawings in case of modifications

Providing Return of experience to be implemented in Reference Solutions. Contribute to the

RoE committee and documentation update.

QCD and reporting:

Accountable for:

Supports to Design Manager in improvement proposals in term of QCD and during the change

order process.

Perform reporting at project level

Knowledge & Experience   :

Mastery of AUTOCAD and technical drawing/industrial design basics.

Minimum 3 years’ experience with preference in the fields of railway (LRT / metro) and track

alignment design.

If not direct experience on those fields, highway and urban insertion experience could be

accepted

Preferably some knowledge of track construction and maintenance.

Experience on BIM modelling is preferred.

Computering skills : Autocad (preferably) or Microstation is preffered Autocad civil3D

Behavioural and Technical Skills:  



Good team spirit and communication skills

Initiatives, self-motivated for technical matters and speed learning

Autonomy and rigour

Good level in English

Organization Reporting :  

Hierarchical & Functional: Trackwork Design Manager

You don’t need to be a train enthusiast to thrive with us. We guarantee that when you step

onto one of our trains with your friends or family, you’ll be proud. If you’re up for the

challenge, we’d love to hear from you!

Important to note

As a global business, we’re an equal-opportunity employer that celebrates diversity across

the 63 countries we operate in. We’re committed to creating an inclusive workplace for

everyone.
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